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Abstract

Analyzing visitor behaviors in the Linnaean Botanical
Garden, Uppsala - Towards a privacy-preserving
camera node
Zhenyu Tang

Natural environments are good for people’s health. The Linnaean 
Botanical Garden in Uppsala provides different offerings like alpine 
rocks, flower beds and tropical houses to visitors. We are interested 
in the visitors’ activities and their interactions with the garden 
from data-based perspectives. As collecting activity data will involve 
privacy concerns, a privacy-preserving sensing platform needs to be 
developed and we focused on the face-locating and masking approach.

A testbed centered on Raspberry PI (RPI) 4 is built and a garden-
visiting video is recorded with the help of volunteering visitors. On 
the RPI we implemented a CPU-based face-locating pipeline by combining 
motion detection (MOG2), frame-skipping, HOG+SVM head-shoulder 
detection, simple CNN-based double checking and MOSSE tracking. The 
pipeline achieved 37% AP and 17 FPS processing speed (using frame 
skipping) on the 15 FPS field test video. Additionally, a proof-of-
concept activity visualizer was also made, which projects visitors’ 
positions to bird view and adds up their histories as heatmaps that 
can be overlaid on aero maps.

The current face-locating pipeline still shows considerable space for 
accuracy improvement. Further approaches like Deep-Learning object 
detectors on the testbed may also be feasible with the aid of 
accelerated edge computing devices. As the heatmap basically reflects 
the visitor’s flow, using professional analysis software, more 
behaviors may be discovered. This thesis provides some first insights 
on how to develop a privacy-preserving camera node, which would help 
the design of future gardens.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

People nowadays live in urban environments where natural environment is
distant. As people mostly stay in artificially built areas, the need for restora-
tion emerges while multiple resources are consumed to tackle people’s every-
day activities, and nature can help the restoration process. When there is
insufficient restoration, psychological issues will arise and may lead to physi-
cal health problems. Many researches have reported that natural experiences
are related to people’s health and wellbeing.[1]

The Linnaean Botanical Gardens, named after Carl von Linné as a profes-
sor at Uppsala University, were initially built for botany and medical research
purposes. However, the collected plants face a decreasing usage as researches
in these fields went to labs, the gardens went for a transition to education
purposes. [2] When the Bl̊asenhus campus was built nearby, visiting the
gardens became a part of life for people in this area. In the gardens, nat-
ural experiences are provided. Visitors enter the garden and enjoy different
scenic spots during their trip, as there are a lot of offerings inside the garden,
visitors will react differently to those attractions.

We are aiming at understanding how it is utilized by the general public.
Visitors’ behaviors will reflect the quality of the offerings as well as pref-
erences of different visitor categories. By analyzing their natural activity
patterns, botanical garden will gain an insight of how people like the garden
from data-based perspectives, which will help the designing of new gardens
and serve prospective tourists better.

However, before analyzation, data needs to be collected using data col-
lectors like motion sensors or cameras and they may incur privacy concerns.

1.1.1 Privacy

Generally, the information visitors handle or expose to data collectors is likely
to contain their privacy, including but not limited to gender, age and health
conditions. Discriminatory services may be provided by service providers
when those information gets associated to specific individuals, not only harm-
ing social fairness but also offending people. Therefore, people gradually pay
higher attention to their privacy meanwhile privacy-protection laws and reg-
ulations have also been introduced by various countries, GDPR [3] as an
example for EU countries.

In this project, the scene involved is thought to be similar to surveillance
pedestrians, for whom the facial information is undoubtedly sensitive and it
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should be explored if we could develop a platform to remove the information
around head automatically before storing the data. For these concerns, pri-
vacy will be a major issue on data collection and privacy removal becomes
an important part for this project.

1.2 Problem Definition

The project aims at developing a sensing platform for monitoring activity
patterns in the Linnaean Gardens. Inside the solution, privacy requirements
and protection, edge-computing capability, security in data communication
and cost should be considered. In addition, visitors’ utilization of gardens
should also be tracked.

1.3 Contribution

Firstly, we built a data collection testbed using Raspberry PI-based compo-
nents, which can be an edge-computing device;

Secondly, with the cooperate of volunteers, we recorded a fieldtest video
dataset in which multiple activity schemes and behaviors were performed.

Thirdly, a head detection program aiming at running on the edge was
developed and evaluated, showing basic ability for locating heads which can
be enhanced during further studies for people deidentification.

Fourthly, a primitive visitor activity analysis was carried out, resulting in
heatmaps corresponding to different fieldtest video sections.

1.4 Research Objective

The goal of this project is to investigate privacy-preservation computer vision
methods for human activity analysis. It will study and develop methods for
video de-identification in data collection and processing so that individuals
will not be identified while monitoring and analyzing their behavior and
activities. The methods will be implemented as a testbed in the Botanical
Garden, on which video collection and evaluation of privacy preservation
ability will be performed. Besides the above goal, an attempt of analyzing
visitors’ activities will also be carried out, implemented as resolving their
position and draw activity intensity (heat)map.
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2 Related Work

Obtaining People’s activities People’s activities can be collected on
multiple scopes depending on the aim of different researches. A city-level
people flow information can be obtained by processing cellular phone signals
[4]; Rough positions of indoor people can be collected by scanning certain
tags when people pass gates [5]; Activities like steps and postures can be
gathered by wearable devices [6]. But all these solutions need the observed
to carry/wear specific devices. For open areas like gardens, the precision of
wireless signal positioning is limited, there may not be enough places where
scanners could be placed and tourists may refuse to wear/carry additional
tags/phones just for a random visiting. Wearing them will keep people aware
they are being tracked and thus behave unnaturally, which voids our initial
purpose. So approaches that don’t disturb people are preferred, among which
visual ones are suitable.

Visual Approaches Visual approaches need no hardware binding to the
observed so that activity data collection can be done manually by human ob-
servers [7]. However, as it would cost far more human labor than affordable,
Computer Vision (CV) methods may act as an alternative, automating the
procedure and may reduce costs in long run.

But due to the rise of privacy awareness in recent years, people don’t want
their faces to be collected arbitrarily and privacy regulations [3] emerges.

Before deciding our solution, several approaches were considered to avoid
recording privacy : Yupeng et al. built a face-masking camera using IR (ther-
mal) cameras to detect faces and Liquid Crystal Screen to generate opaque
optical masks to cover face areas [8]; Another idea was to use IR camera
as the main video recorder which needs high resolution for distant visitors.
However, as the basic attributes (gaze direction for example) is preferred to
be obtained and IR cameras are expensive, they were not considered. Feng
et al utilized depth camera to sense patient activities indoors, collecting only
depth images makes it harder to identify the person [9]. While consumer-
grade depth cameras (Microsoft Kinect or Intel RealSense) including LiDAR
has a maximum range of 5 to 20 meters, our use case will see visitors from
60 meters away, making such cameras unsuitable.

Combining the ideas and limitations above, face-processing on normal
RGB cameras become a more feasible solution for the project.

Many works have been carried out to protect privacy on RGB cameras.
Chinomi et al. [10] used visual abstraction approaches that can process
recorded people to multiple levels before showing the video to audiences:
Single-color mask, pixelize, showing a dot as some examples; Bingquan et al.
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[11] do face swap on detected faces, wiping out the identity of original face
while preserving its emotion; Niţă and Popa[12] inserted a privacy enforcer
between video recording device and data storages. By applying pixel shift on
detected human faces, the approach removes privacy in the video before they
are saved. The common point of these three works is, they firstly run object
detection on the video, deciding if somewhere needs processing (detection),
then apply privacy removal on those areas.

Object detection in pedestrian monitor has been implemented in multi-
ple ways, in this project, face or head is the interested object. [13] applied
ACF (Aggregate Channel Features) and Faster-RCNN on body-worn cam-
era images, both methods were also evaluated in [12] plus an additional
HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) detection evaluated for detecting
people (not just face) and treat a fixed sub-region as head-area. For tra-
ditional approaches, HOG is also used in [14]–[17] , while Haar-like feature
being used in [18]. For Deep-learning approaches, Faster-RCNN was also
used/adapted in [19] . However, despite its name ’faster’, it is too heavy for
on-site camera testbed, which also applies to most deep-learning approaches
like YOLO/Tiny-Yolo[20] or SSD-Mobilenet V2 [21]. As a result, traditional
approaches are preferred for the edge device. Motion detection (or back-
ground subtraction) was also used sometimes [15]–[17] for speeding up the
processing pipeline.

Removing a very small face, for example a 1*1Px(Pixel)-sized head, is
not realistic nor necessary. A threshold indicating faces larger than which
should we process, should thus be clarified. A commercial face detection
/ recognition API[22] has pointed out that 48*48 Px is the smallest size
they can detect. Basing on this data, a face smaller than that size should be
considered relatively safe, not easily detectable via existing methods, let alone
recognize and get identity information. To bring it a step further, half the
size (about 24*24 Px) is used as the threshold, the privacy is considered to be
protected if every face larger than that got processed. Other methodologies
are designed and implemented using this threshold.In this project, as head
itself is too small, the shoulder area is also included in the detection target,
which resulted in an area sized around 64 * 64 Pixels, several detectors here
used this size.
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3 Theory

3.1 Bounding Rectangle Basics

Bounding rectangles (a.k.a. bounding boxes, detection boxes, bboxes) are
widely used in this project, they usually mark out regions in video frames. A
single bounding rectangle has its own attributes and multiple rectangles in
the same scene will have association with each other. The concepts involved
are described below.

ROI ROI (Region Of Interest) is a region proposed from the original image
for further actions. Though it can be in various shapes, all ROIs in this
project are shaped in rectangles and sometimes used interchangeably with
bounding rectangles.

Dimension A (straight) rectangle has coordinates (x, y) of its left-top
corner relative to the image origin (left-top) and has height and width (w,

h). In OpenCV, a rectangle is described by (x, y, w, h).
All bounding rectangles in this project are straight bounding rectangles,

different from rotated bounding rectangles that minimize their areas when
encapsulating objects, both shown in Figure 1a.

(a) An example of straight
(green) and rotated (red) bound-
ing rectangles [23]

(b) IoU equation [24]

Figure 1

IoU Two bounding rectangles will sometimes intersect, when the evalua-
tion requirement is how the two rectangles overlap, the concept IoU (Inter-
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section over Union) is introduced. It means the ratio of overlap area to the
union area of two rectangles. Figure 1b shows an example of IoU.

Overlap Ratio IoU in some cases works not as good, for example, a sce-
nario where a big rectangle intersects a small one to be detected. Here
another metric ’overlap ratio’ is used to identify such cases.

Assume two rectangles r1 and r2 have area a1 and a2, r1 intersects r2
with an overlap area ao; The overlap ratio for r1 and r2 is o1 = ao / a1 and o2
= ao / a2 respectively. When any overlap ratio is above a certain threshold
(specified in Section 4.5.5 and 4.6.1 differently), subsequent actions can be
carried out.

3.2 HOG + SVM detection

HOG descriptor, SVM classifier and the detection approaches based on them
are explained here and used in Section 4.5.4.

3.2.1 Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)

Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)[25] is an image feature descriptor
proposed in 2005 by Dalal and Triggs. Its initial purpose is to detect human
in images but also applies to other shape-based classes.

A HOG descriptor is computed on an input image and use Gradient
Calculation, Orientation Binning and Normalization on Blocks as main steps.

OpenCV used ths default parameter for HOG detector: 8 * 8 pixels per
cell; 16 * 16 pixels per block and 9 ’unsigned’ bins, terminologies explained
below.

Gradient Calculation Firstly, the gradient vector on every pixel is cal-
culated by a 1-D point derivative [−1, 0, 1]. Given a pixel at image position
(x,y) with color I(x, y) , its gradient g has components gx and gy, shown
below:

gx(x, y) = I(x+ 1, y)− I(x− 1, y)

gy(x, y) = I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y − 1)

And the magnitude || g || and orientation θ of the gradient g is:

| g | =
√
g2x + g2y θ = arctan

gy
gx
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(a) Weighted voting (b) Histogram demo

Figure 2: A visualization of Orientation binning, including weighted binning
and an example histogram created from a 8*8 pixel cell.[26]

Orientation Binning The pixel-wise gradients need to be converted to
some feature to be usable, an input image is divided to several cells, each
generates a histogram by a weighted voting mechanism: The orientation of
gradient is divided to several bins, spaced between 0◦ and 180◦ where the
gradients are ”unsigned”).

Every pixel in the cell uses its magnitude as the voting weight, which is
further separated between the neighboring bin centers. Taking Figure 2a [26]
as an example, the blue-circled pixel has 2 voting weight and equals 80◦, so
bin ”80◦” gets 2 voting weight; However, the red-circled pixel falls exactly
between bin 0◦ and 20◦ so its voting weight distributes exactly to bin 0◦ and
20◦. Its distribution follows linear interpolation between the two neighboring
bins involved (bins 160 ◦ and 0◦ are considered adjacent). Figure 2b [26]
showed an example histogram created in this step.

Normalization on Blocks One cell only represents a small region, its
magnitude can be influenced by factors like illumination and contrast. To
relief this issue, a local normalization step is added by grouping cells into
”blocks” and normalize each block individually. For each given block (has
2*2 cells by default), the vote of every bin in every cell concatenates to an
(unnormalized) vector v.

For normalization, several schemes were mentioned in [25] while L2-Hys
was used in OpenCV.

L2-Hys is L2-norm followed by limiting the maximum value in || v || to
0.2 and renormalizing. [27]

The L2-norm is:
v→ v√

|| v ||22 +ε
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with || v ||2 being the Euclidean norm and ε being a small number1 to avoid
division by zero.

The movement of block follows a sliding-window scheme (similar to Figure
3a), half a block (one cell) every time by default. A cell will thus be encap-
sulated and normalized in multiple blocks under different scales, seemingly
redundant but improves the performance[25].

Vectors after every normalization concatenates to the final HOG feature
descriptor. [25] used image size 64*128 pixels and it results in (64/8 −
1) horizontal windows ∗ (128/8− 1) vertical windows ∗ 4 cells per block ∗ 9 bins per cell =
3780 as the descriptor length. Similarly, a 64*64 pixels (Section 4.5.4) input
image will have the descriptor length 1764.

3.2.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Support Vector Machine (SVM)[28] is a linear model that divides samples
into classes. It aims at calculating a hyperplane that maximize the margin
between classes and can generalize to some extent.

SVM classifiers are trained using HOG descriptors as input data. In
the HOG paper[25], SVMLight[29] was the training tool and multiple SVM
kernels were experimented. While OpenCV’s SVM module is derived from
LIBSVM[30] and only linear kernel is supported for HOG detectors.

OpenCV initializes its HOG instances with coefficients from trained SVM
classifiers, including the support vector and another variable ’rho’ for the
decision function.

3.2.3 Multi Scale Detection

The SVM classifier, for every HOG descriptor, predicts its fitness to the
target object. However, an acceptable classifier should only report positive
when the target object is positioned and scaled (nearly) identical to the
classifier’s train set, which is obviously unrealistic in detection jobs (if they
are already well placed then detection is pointless and we just classify). In
OpenCV’s implementation, the HOG + SVM based multiscale detection is
achieved by Sliding Windows + Image Pyramid + Rectangle Clustering.

Sliding Windows Sliding Windows tackles the position issue. A window
moves over the input image for detection. Every time it moves by win stride

pixels and creates a patch (a copy of a small region of the input image)
as large as the training HOG samples and send it to the SVM classifier
for prediction. As the window moves over the entire image, some patches

136 * 0.1 in OpenCV’s implementation under default HOG descriptor settings.
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will have the targets (if any) positioned properly. Figure 3a visualized the
procedure.

(a) Sliding Windows for object detection [31]. (b) Image Pyramid example
at scale=2 [32]

Figure 3

Image Pyramid Image Pyramid solves the scale issue. An SVM classifier
corresponds to a fixed-size HOG descriptor, which means the sliding window
is not resizeable. In order to detect objects at multiple scales, the input image
can be put in a pyramid in which the bottom layer has the original size and
downscales on each upper layer. A sliding window moves on each layer at a
fixed size and thus covers different regions on each layer and target objects
(if any and not too small) will be correctly covered on a certain layer. Figure
3b [32] shows an example image pyramid at the scale of 2, means every layer
is 1

2
as large as the layer below, while in practice the scale is between 1.01

and 1.5 (1.1 for Section 4.5.4)

Rectangle Clustering The SVM classifier will generate multiple positive
responses on a target while only one among which is needed. So these results
need to be clustered. In this project, NMS (Non-Maximum Suppression) is
used2.

2OpenCV has an unexposed method groupRectangles() modified for CPU HOG im-
plementation. As this project also tried GPU-accelerated HOG approach which didn’t
support that method, NMS becomes a feasible solution for both CPU and GPU HOG
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3.3 Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE)
- based Tracker

The Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) Tracker is based
on a correlation filter (MOSSE filter) that aims at computing a filter H to
minimize the Sum of Squared Error of the desired and actual output on
(preprocessed) input image patches. [33] The minimization problem takes
the form below:

min
H∗

∑
i

| Fi �H∗ −Gi |2

by solving which the MOSSE filter is found :

H∗ =

∑
iGi � F ∗i∑
i Fi � F ∗i

in both formulas F denotes the input image, G denotes a ’synthetic target’
(terminology mentioned in [34], means image with a Gaussian peak centered
on the object, a.k.a. the desired output ), H is the filter and ∗ denotes
the complex conjugate. The uppercase of F G H indicates them in Fourier
domain and their spacial domain formats are f g h, i denotes the index of
input image patches for training the filter. � denotes correlation operation.
[33]

A MOSSE filter process an input image patch with these steps:

• Preprocessing:

– Convert to greyscale;

– Log transformation using the equation x = ln(y + 1) with x and
y being the output and input pixel values;

– Normalize the output pixel values to get a mean of 0 and normal
of 1;

– Apply Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on the output of previ-
ous step.

– Multiply the image with a cosine window to emphasize near the
image center.

• Generating a synthetic target G and convert it to Fourier domain using
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT);

• Compute the (complex conjugate of the) filter H∗ using the previous
formula, a small3 number ε is added to the denominator for avoiding

3ε is set to 1e− 5 in OpenCV’s MOSSE implementation
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division by zero;

A MOSSE Tracker applies affine transformations on a given tracking ROI
to generate a set of samples for training the filter, enhancing the filter to
endure rotation and scaling to some extent. Then it correlates the image
patch at the tracking window with the calculated filter. In the output, the
location with maximum response becomes the new position of the tracked
object. The Tracker also have an adaptive update feature that learns from
the tracking ROI in each new frame and thus can follow the object shape
change and make the tracker more robust. The tracker is used in Section
4.5.5.

3.4 Deep-Learning based object classification and de-
tection

In this project, several deep-learning approaches were used mainly on two
tasks: Further classification on RPI’s HOG-positive regions (Section 4.5.4)
and human detection running on a computer (Section 4.6.1), during which
CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) and YOLOv3 were used respectively.

3.4.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

ANN Artificial Neural Network (ANN or NN) has evolved for a long time,
the idea of artificial started at imitating the activity of animal’s neural net-
work. ANN first appeared as the combination of Perceptron which accepts
several inputs from the raw input and other Perceptron’s outputs and give
an output according to its activation function. As the ANN was limited to
simple computations that time, back propagation and more improvements
were later introduced and ANN was further designed for various purposes
[35], including Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN).

FFNN and DNN A Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN) consists of
many nodes (neurons) that formed layers, including an input layer, hidden
layer(s) and an output layer. Each layer connects to the next layer and don’t
form a directed cycle. Parameters propagate from the input layer to each
hidden layer to the output layer one-way. A FFNN can be a Shallow Neural
Network if there are less hidden layers, or a Deep Neural Network (DNN) if
there are many hidden layers. Deep learning can be based on DNNs.

CNN In a typical FFNN, neurons in neighboring layers are fully connected
(called Dense Layers), which means every neuron in the former layer connects
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Figure 4: The structure of a classic CNN (LeNet-5) [36].

to all neurons in the latter layer. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
however, connects a neuron only to a small region on the previous layer,
reducing the amount of connections and the complexity of network models.

CNNs extract feature maps from the input image, the level of feature
maps, from lower, becomes higher after each network layer. Then the feature
maps at the highest level can be flattened to one feature vector and be sent
to a fully-connected ANN for further operation, namely classification for this
project. For this operation, the CNN gives scores that the input belongs to
each class individually. Figure 4 shows the overall structure of a classic CNN
(LeNet-5 [36]).

Several concepts Several concepts were involved in the CNN and were
used in this project, their functions are briefly explained below:

Input The input (layer) stores the pixel intensity of the input image
and have a fixed size, other-sized images are firstly rescaled to this size. For
RGB images (used in this project), there are also three channels for each
color.

Convolution (Conv) The convolution (layer) uses filters called convo-
lution kernels, a kernel moves on the previous layer of feature map following
the sliding windows scheme, in each movement (each neuron in the current
layer) the sum of products of the previous layer and the corresponding el-
ements of the filter is calculated, resulting in a smaller or same-sized new
feature map decided by the padding schemes.

Pooling The pooling (layer) shrinks the feature map size while trying to
preserve the feature information. It also follows the sliding window scheme.
The pooling filter calculates an output on each movement, the max filter,
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which outputs the maximum value on the feature map region in the previous
layer it covers, is widely used. Pooling with this filter is called Max Pooling
(used in this project, Figure 15) and the pooling layer outputs a new feature
map being smaller in size.

Flatten The flatten (layer) converts a multi-dimensional feature map
to a one-demension vector so that it can be fed to a fully-connected (dense)
ANN which gives outputs of confidence scores that an input belongs to a
certain class.

Softmax Confidence scores are not probabilities. The softmax (func-
tion) maps the ANN output scores (mentioned above) to the interval (0, 1)
and let the mapped scores add up to 1. The formula is shown below given K
classes, zi or zj denotes the ith or jth softmax input. Si denotes the probability
that a CNN input belongs to class i.

Si =
ezi∑K
j=1 e

zj

3.4.2 YOLOv3

Unlike the ’sliding window (or region proposing) + classification’ based detec-
tion approaches (Section 3.2.3), YOLO (You Only Look Once) is a regression-
based object detector that uses one single CNN for the entire detection
pipeline. The YOLO object detectors [20], [37], [38] have similar accuracy
of competitors but are significantly faster (while still too heavy for portable
devices even with their tiny variants).

YOLO(v1) In YOLO’s initial version (YOLOv1) [20], an input image is
divided into a grid of S × S cells, each giving B bounding box predictions
on objects that centers at the cell. A predicted bounding box consists of its
center’s position (x, y), its size (w, h), its confidence score (the IoU value
between the box and any ground truth) as well as C conditional probabilities
Pr(Classi | Object) indicating the probability that the object belongs to the
ith class. As the value B is set to be small and each cell only predict to one
class, YOLOv1 have lower accuracy on smaller objects.

YOLOv2 YOLOv2 [37] introduced anchor boxes for bounding box predic-
tion, its proposed CNN (Darknet-19) uses a passthrough layer to concatenate
higher and lower-resolution features and outputs a feature map of 13 × 13
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On each cell of the feature map, 5 anchor boxes are generated, containing
the same (x,y,w,h, confidence, C) as in YOLOv1. More improvements were
off topic and omitted here.

YOLOv3 YOLOv3 [38] changed its backbone CNN to Darknet-53 and
introduced multiscale prediction, concatenating feature maps from different
convolution layers for each output feature map, outputting 3 feature maps
at different scales (13× 13, 26× 26, 52× 52) and generating 3 anchor boxes
on each feature map cell of each scale.

3.5 Perspective Transformation

In this project, there are two views about the designated testing field: camera
view (tilt-down surveillance view) and bird view. In order to map the position
of a given point in both views (reason in Section 4.6.3), an operation named
Perspective Transformation needs to be carried out.

Given the real-world point at pixel coordinate (u, v) in camera view and
(x, y) in bird view, the perspective transformation can be achieved by:x′y′

w

 =

a b c
d e f
g h i

u′v′
q


where (x, y)T = (x′/w, y′/w)T for w 6= 0, (u, v)T = (u′/q, v′/q)T for q 6= 0
and T denotes matrix transpose. [39].

OpenCV provided a function getPerspectiveTransform() to calculate
the 3*3 matrix above, it needs two sets of point coordinates, each set contains
four points being the corner points of a quadrangle and noncollinear [40].
Figure 5 shows an visualization of the perspective transform, the 4 sets of
points will be manually selected in Section 4.6.3.
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Figure 5: An example for four-point perspective transformation from camera
view to bird view, adapted from [40].

4 Methodology

Combining the related works above and the real-world constraints (Section
4.1.1, 4.3.1 and 6 ) , a privacy-removal workflow is decided to be investigated,
described below:

A camera records videos and its attached host computer saves the raw
video temporarily. Face detection/processing programs run on that com-
puter and aims at making videos privacy-removed before they are ready for
analysis. Then the processed video are retrieved from the host computer and
analyzed on another machine more powerful.

The planned workflow introduces an additional requirement: To keep the
unprocessed part of videos as short as possible, optimally zero (if real-time
processing could be achieved). In this circumstance, even if the camera device
is compromised, its locally stored data are mostly privacy-protected.

4.1 Hardware

4.1.1 Device Choice

In order to collect visiting videos of the botanical garden, hardware need to
be bought and should fulfill several criteria:

• Have or can connect at least one camera.

• Have network-connecting capability.

• Have some computational power to run programs.

• Products or features of deep learning accelerator are (initially) consid-
ered since deep learning has been greatly developed during the past
several years and has a computing-intensive nature,
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• Have or can attach mass storage device.

• Relatively portable regarding the volume, weight and power consump-
tion, in order to reduce deployment difficulties.

• Should preferably have a good mature development ecosystem such as
open source communities, accelerating the development progress.

• Have lower price and can be easily obtained.

Several solution sets were found after searching documentations on the
web, listed below:

1. Desktop/Laptop + USB camera/network camera + GPU accelerator

2. Raspberry PI (RPI) 4B + CSI camera

3. (Solution 2) + Google Coral Edge TPU accelerator

4. (Solution 2) + Intel Neutral Computing Stick 2 (NCS2) accelerator

5. Google Coral TPU dev board + CSI camera

6. Nvidia Jetson Nano + CSI camera

(Solution 1) provides the highest computing power among those solutions,
however, it has less mobility and is priced higher than affordable for the
project, so it’s not further considered.

In table 1 below, several attributes of other solutions were listed.
Solutions with hardware accelerators are more expensive and, more im-

portantly, not shown directly on the school’s purchase list, indicating less
obtainable. But (Solution 2) is cheaper and easier to obtain. As low-cost
solutions are more preferred, it is selected for the project. Section 6 shows
more details.

4.1.2 Raspberry PI, Camera and Video format selection

Raspberry PI Raspberry PI (RPI) is a bankcard-sized computer board,
developed by the Raspberry PI foundation. As in August 2020 (thesis written
time), Raspberry PI 4B is the latest and fastest model among the RPI family.
It is equipped with an ARM Cortex-A72 Quad-Core SoC (System On Chip)
running at 1.5Ghz the stock clock frequency, and has 3200Mhz LPDDR4
RAM with various sizes among 2/4/8 GB . Considering the high resource
requirement of Computer Vision (CV) applications, models with larger RAM
are preferred. However, the 8GB variant were not debuted while buying the
RPI, so the 4GB version is bought, as well as an 128GB microSD card for
saving the unprocessed recorded videos with a future-proof consideration.
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No. Host
Com-
puter

HW1Acc.2 HW
Video

Encoder

RAM3 Est.4

Power
Est.
Price
Level5

2 RPI 4B None 1080p30
h264

2-8GB 7.6W 800SEK

3 RPI 4B Coral
Edge TPU
USB Acc.

1080p30
h264

2-8GB 9.6W 1400SEK

4 RPI 4B Intel NCS2
USB Acc.

1080p30
h264

2-8GB 9.6W 1600SEK

5 Coral
TPU
dev

board

Coral
Edge TPU

Acc.

None 1GB < 15W 1600SEK

6 Nvidia
Jetson
Nano

128-core
Nvidia

Maxwell
GPU

4k30
h264/
h265

4GB 10W 1700SEK

Table 1: Hardware solution for video recording
1 HW: Hardware
2 Acc. : Accelerator
3 RAM : Random Access Memory
4 Est. : Estimated
5 Est. Price Level includes Host Computer, camera and accelerator(optional),

other peripherals, shipping and data storage excluded; Price may change over
time

RPI’s Camera RPIs do support USB cameras which are more general
and obtainable. But CPU cycles are needed to move video data from such
cameras to the computer’s RAM, causing additional CPU overhead and drag-
ging speed while CSI cameras connect directly to RPI’s GPU and leave little
CPU impact[41]. Thus CSI cameras are better for the project. Several cam-
era models are available on the market and the official PI camera V2 was
chosen as it’s smaller than the HQ camera and is the latest model among
remaining ones.
RPI 4B uses its onboard CSI port to connect the CSI camera.

Sensor modes, FoV and Frame rates Pi camera V2 is equipped
with multiple sensor modes that influence the resolution, maximum frame
rate and Field of View (FoV) and some modes crop the frame. Their details
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and visualizations are shown in Figure 6.

(a) Modes (b) FoV examples

Figure 6: RPI Camera V2 Sensor modes and FoV examples

Mode 1 (red rectangle in Figure 6b) provides relatively high resolution
and framerates at the cost of heavy crop, leaving only a small portion to be
recorded.

Mode 4/5 (black/green rectangles in Figure 6b) provide full (Horizontal)
field of view with lower resolution than mode 1, making it harder to record
visitors in distance and thus bring more difficulties to the later analyzation.

Combining the considerations above, mode 2 (black rectangle in Figure
6b, same to mode 3 which is duplicated for backward compatibility) is se-
lected. Its merely 15 FPS (Frames Per Second) is acceptable since higher
FPS is harder to handle, mentioned below.

RPI’s HW Encoder and Video formats. RPI4 has a VideoCore
VI GPU on its SoC and runs on a stock frequency of 500Mhz. The GPU
contains the H264 block that claims to do H264 hardware video encoding at
1080p 30FPS (Though tested 38FPS). Since hardware encoding don’t eat up
CPU, the project use this block and H264 format.

H264 is a widely used video encoding format that includes I/P/B frames.
Since RPI’s H264 Block don’t support B-Frames, its output will have lower
quality than videos that supports B-frames given the same data rate. But
as it won’t impact critically, this feature is just mentioned with no further
discussion.

For the low performance of RPI, it’s not certain that if RPI can run the
de-identification program in real-time, so an assumption of the workflow is
proposed:

1. The unprocessed recorded video needs to be temporarily saved as video
files in RPI’s attached SD card.
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2. Then the video gets deidentified by a program and be saved again.

Both steps encode videos, if the size 1080p is used, then the H264 block
can hold up to 2 videos of 15fps, the same as what the PI camera mode 2 can
provide. In addition, since the H264 block can’t process videos wider than
1920Px, the recorded videos will be cropped in upper and lower borders and
be resized to 1920*1080 without additional processing overhead.

To sum up, 1080p 15fps 8Mbps H264 encoding became the video
format to be recorded.

More on RPI

Overclock RPI is overclockable by modifying a configuration file, which
can bring higher performance to the RPI, but several failed attempts, the
RPI is decided not to be overclocked.

Active Fan From the launch of RPI4’s predecessor, RPI3, there have
been some discussions about the high temperature on its SoC. RPI4 is
equipped with a much more powerful SoC which generates more heat. The
RPI engineers introduced overheat throttling to the product, causing speed
loss in heat. The de-identification is a computing-intensive workload, in order
to maintain the speed as high as we can, an active fan 4 was mounted to the
RPI, start and stop on different CPU temperatures. However, no heatsink
was sticked onto the RPI’s SoC.

Power Bank From the reason to mention in Section 4.3.3, the testbed
must carry its own power supply, so a power bank is used. For this work,
Xiaomi Powerbank 10000mAh is chosen as it was available and capable of
the task.

4.1.3 Besides RPI testbed

Besides RPI, some part of work can only be done on more powerful comput-
ers. So several other devices/services were used:

1. Surface Book 2 13.5 inch with Intel Core I7-8650U 8-Core CPU, 8GB
RAM, Nvidia GTX 1050 2GB GPU. Used for program development
and test run and YOLO inferencing (Section 4.6.1).

2. Google Colaboratory with Intel Xeon 2-Core CPU, 12GB RAM, Nvidia
Tesla K80 12GB GPU. Used for CNN and HOG training (Section 4.5.7).

4fan shim: https://shop.pimoroni.com/products/fan-shim
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4.2 Software

The overall plan is to process video in a two-stage approach: The first stage
runs on RPI, and the second stage runs on a powerful computer or cloud
platform with hardware-based deep learning accelerators. The software con-
figurations for each machine are listed in table 4, 5 and 6 in appendix A.

4.3 Field testing - Preparation

The software and hardware discussed in the previous part were used in the
field testing, during which videos were recorded and were further analyzed
in later sections.

4.3.1 Location selection

The botanical garden consists of 2 major parts (shown in Figure 7b), the left
part is a baroque garden with the linneanum building located in the lower
center, the right part (new garden) includes Alpine plants, kitchen garden,
tropical house and the systematic garden (A.K.A. Tree of life, see Figure 7a)

(a) Field testing area. (b) Full map

Figure 7: Botanical garden areas.

Before the first field visit, the project provided an initial impression of
recording videos from the linneanum rooftop as it is located high and have
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Figure 8: Camera view from a steel beam surface, camera position see Figure
7a.

a good view to the baroque garden, which is thought to be all of the botan-
ical garden. However, since linneanum is historically protected5, everything
should be kept ’as is’, making mounting a camera on the building impossible.
So this place could not be selected.

When the tropical house was visited, it naturally became another can-
didate since the building uses glass walls. In this case, a testbed could be
mounted from inside the house, looking out at the garden through glass.
But problems still exist: The tropical house is designed to be warm and
some zones have artificial rainfalls, both harm electronic devices; During the
field visit, the glass walls were found not as transparent, reflected light of the
testbed would be recorded and thus lowering image quality. So the tropical
house were not selected either.

During the tropical house tour, the systematic garden was evaluated to
be a target for video recording as it’s relatively flat that would make position
computing (Section 4.6.3) easier. Although tropical house was not ideal, the
visiting of it revealed another place candidate: On the upper blank of the
new garden stands a university building bl̊asenhus. Several camera location
candidates in the building were excluded due to accessibility, glass reflection
and auto-sunscreen issues. However, outside the west entrance there is a steel
beam, a surface on which faces the systematic garden (Figure 8), enabling
another plan to record the systematic garden as well as the Alpine plants.

5https://www.botan.uu.se/our-gardens/the-botanical-garden/about-the-botanical-
garden/
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4.3.2 People to record

As privacy issues exist and were mentioned in Section 1.1.1, requirements
regarding the privacy needs to be clarified. Based on the communication with
the university security department, their requirements could be concluded as
below:

1. Installing cameras in public places needs formal permission even if the
camera is placed for a short time and only film volunteers with their
written consent.

2. Mounting any device onto the building needs permission of the building
owner and should be carried out by professional construction workers,
bringing more money and pending time overhead than we could afford.

3. If the camera were mounted on an ordinary tripod attended by a filming
person, then it would not be a problem.

The reply also indicated that getting the permission for scenario 1 needs
one year on average. Considering not every real visitor would accept video
collection, the decision is to close the botanical garden for a short time and
recruit volunteers to act as visitors, recording video with their consents.

We posted recruitment messages individually via e-mail and chatting soft-
ware and got responses mainly from students/employees of the university. As
a result, all visitors are over 18 years old that can give consent for themselves.

The recorded areas (Figure 7a, 8 as different views) can be described as:
It contains a passage (Main Road) from the east gate to the tropical house,
the Systematic garden (Tree of Life) and the Alpine area lie on either sides
of the passage.

Before the field test, a manual observation event took place in the garden
with no data recorded, aiming at roughly overviewing the density and activity
of real visitors. From the observation result, 8 visitors can be considered
capable of simulating the real-scene visitor density as well as checking the
deidentification ability of the testbed as there won’t be too much people in
this area by default.

4.3.3 Testbed deploy

Due to the requirements 2, 3 in the list of Section 4.3.2 above, a tripod should
be made in order not to ”mount” the testbed on the building while letting it
reach the designated height, however, as no existing tripod that holds that
high is available, a customized gear was to be built. The most suitable tools
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accessible were an industrial tripod and a long rod for light payloads. Several
guidelines were set based on what is available:

1. The testbed should be light-weight in order not to brake the rod.

2. The testbed should be able to stay steady on the designated place, not
moved by wind.

3. The testbed should carry two hours of power supply on itself.

The testbed solution is shown in Figure 9a.

(a) A closer look at the testbed (b) Deployment of the testbed

Figure 9: The testbed and its deployed form

The testbed uses a cardboard as the base. On the front of which there is
a powerbank, an RPI and its camera module. On the backside there are four
3d-printed pillar spacers glued to the cardboard, each with a neodymium
(strong) magnet sealed inside that provides affinity to steel surfaces; The
spacers give room to the rod so that it can go through the testbed’s backside.
The finished testbed can be put on and removed from steel bars in distance
using the rod. Its deployed form is shown in Figure 9b.
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4.4 Field test

The field test was scheduled 17:30-18:30 (18:15 in reality), Monday, June
1st as an off-work time in a workday. During the summer season that date
belongs to, all the leaves have grown up on the tree which would cause
occlusion.

The day was between sunny and cloudy, though the motion of clouds
didn’t matter since the camera exposure level was manually raised to high-
light visitors and have clouds overexposed as a side effect, their shadows were
projected onto the garden, causing rapid illumination change and will thus
affect motion detection procedure (Section 4.5.3).

In addition, the wind during the field test was mild, making trees swing
only slightly; Due to the small number of visitors, they only have slight occlu-
sion on each other, but may be occluded by the offerings in the environment.

The RPI was planned to connect the university wireless network, which
failed due to poor network signal outside bl̊asenhus. However, a mobile phone
hotspot were connected as an alternative solution and the RPI was controlled
by the VNC software on the phone.

Though ‘raspivid‘ the default camera software for RPI has a preview
function, it simply overlays signal on video output ports that won’t show
on remote window[42]. So a recording script ‘video recorder.py‘ that sup-
ports preview on VNC (or any remote desktop) as well as adjusting exposure
mode/exposure value of the camera module during recording was written
and used to collect the video.

Short before the field test, the garden had its doors locked with a sign
put behind each door saying ’The botanical garden is temporarily closed for
research purposes’ , 10 volunteers arrived and 3 among which had experience
visiting this garden before. After signing the consent form, they started
visiting the garden after some short instructions in table 2 were given. During
the video recording stage, 7 random visitors entered the garden with consent
form signed so that they showed up in the video. They should be considered
to have previous visiting experience.

As there were another event holding in the botanical garden, the proposed
1-hour field test was shortened to 45 minutes.

Finally, the field test resulted in a set of seamless video segments adding
up to 45 minutes.
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First 25 minutes Visit the garden freely as volunteers wish
Later 20 minutes Visitors were split to three groups and each told

to do three tasks in different areas of the garden:
walk, observe and act

....Group 1
Walk the main road up and down
Observe stones and signs around the main road
Walk in pair of two, also on the grass perpendicular
to the camera. Move away and cross each other

....Group 2
Walk around the rocks
Observe the rocks, bend sometimes to look closer,
take pictures
Hide behind the rocks, be partly occluded, tie
shoes when on the main road

....Group 3
Walk in and around the tree of life
Observe the items and plants in the tree of life,
bend to look closer and take pictures
Sit or lay down on the grass around the tree of life

Table 2: Instructions for volunteer visitors

4.5 Privacy removal - RPI

4.5.1 Video merging

Processing one video will decrease development difficulty than processing
a set of videos consequently, so raw video streams collected are merged to
one file before processing. Field test videos are firstly merged using the
concatenate protocol of FFmpeg software [43] and have their frame rate
specified to 15 FPS as planned in Section 4.1.2, since the video-recording
script would only output bare video stream without timing information[44].

command example:

ffmpeg -f concat -r 15 -i .\mylist.txt -framerate 15\

-c:v copy outputd.mp4

In which ’mylist.txt’ organizes the filenames of videos to be merged and
’outputd.mp4’ specifies the output filename.

The step only repackages streams and doesn’t change their quality. Al-
though timing information is never used in any video processing program of
this work, writing it to the video makes replay correct (video players use a
default 25 or 30 fps on timing information absence), which is good for human
to review the video.
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According to the workflow introduced in Section 1.1.1, two major video-
processing programs were to be done, one for the Raspberry PI(RPI) side
and the other for the GPU-accelerated machine side. RPI-side for video
deidentification and GPU-acceletated side for video analyzation.

4.5.2 RPI pipeline - Summary

The Raspberry PI’s work starts once videos got merged. The approach of
deidentification is set to find out all heads at a certain size and blur them,
which were called ”process” in the RPI pipeline and its detailed procedures
are appended in Appendix C

The RPI video processing pipeline started at loading the unprocessed
video. A python module imutils[45].FileVideoStream parsed frames
from the video and methods including read() (read next frame) and more()

(if it have more frames) were exposed to get/change its behavior.
The FileVideoStream instance launches an independent thread, making

the frame-reading task non-blocking and can thus increase the RPI processor
utilization. Every iteration will read a new frame from video and the object
iterates constantly until every frame of the video is processed.

For each frame in the video, several actions can be applied on the video.
The frame number, an integer starting from 0 and increase by 1 every frame,
controls the actions. The action candidates are:

Frame Ignoring Ignore the first several frames in the video on purpose
for two main reasons:

1. The RPI camera has auto-exposure on video beginning that results
in rapid lighting change of the video and will blow up the inputs of
adaptive background modeling (Section 4.5.3);

2. It helps choosing video starting point during the development phase.

In the collected video, the value is configured to 60(frames).

Motion Detection In order to squeeze out some performance for a higher
video processing speed, motion detection is applied on each frame and cre-
ates foreground masks that will be utilized in detection frames. The motion
detection is based on several assumptions:

1. The camera is highly stable even in light wind or vibration of what it’s
attached to.
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Figure 10: The Frame-Skipping scheme, I: ignored frames; D: Detect Frames;
T: Tracking Frames. n = 4 in this figure and set to between 4 to 10 in the
code.

2. No visitor in the video’s configured starting point keeps stationary for
an extended time.

3. The motion area during the entire video summed up to be much smaller
than the full-frame area multiplied by frames.

Though these conditions are fulfilled by the recorded video, they are still
listed for selecting prospective camera mounting positions in the future.

Frame Skipping Frames are split to two categories: ”Detection Frames”
and ”Tracking Frames”, which purpose is to speedup the whole pipeline and
suppress missed detections, details in Section 4.5.5.

In this work, the split is decided by the frame number, every nth frame
becomes a Detection Frame, every other frame, if not ignored, becomes a
Tracking Frame. They forms a scheme shown in Figure 10:

Detection (for detection frames only) For Detection Frames, their
pixel contents and corresponding foreground masks are used, resulting in
detection ROIs which are positive for HOG detectors. Their HOG confidence
and CNN classification results are also included. Its details in Section 4.5.4
and all the results will be utilized in the tracking part.

Tracking A track list of visitors’ head-shoulder areas are kept and updated
every frame with or without detection ROIs, depending on the frame type.
The output is tracking ROIs. Detail in Section 4.5.5

(Post-processing) ROI bounding boxes from above steps can be further
processed like blurring.

Figure 11 visualizes the summary above.

4.5.3 Motion Detection

Motion detection starts at receiving a full-sized frame (1080 high * 1920
wide). Since this part aims at helping the generation of rectangular region
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Figure 11: The video processing pipeline performed on Raspberry PI, full
detailed pipeline see Appendix C

proposals (while being done in Section 4.5.4) rather than getting pixel-level
foreground masks, the frame is firstly downscaled for speedup. Gustav[46]
mentioned the mask to be at least 288Px(Pixels) wide from a 1080P video for
speed (and accuracy). While their hardware sets were outdated, 180*320Px
were used here for a division of a integer factor 6, simplifying the size con-
versions afterwards. This step results in a downscaled frame image.

Then, the image is sent to the MOG2 [47], [48] method provided by
OpenCV.

The video contains rapid lighting changes caused by the shadow of moving
clouds, every change will introduce a huge set of motion regions towards the
following detection parts, dragging their speed significantly. The default
adaptive learning rate of MOG2 didn’t perform very well as it keep the
changed lighting as foreground for long.

In order to suppress lighting change faster while letting the MOG2 to keep
human at foreground for longer in stable illumination condition, the number
of contours (Section 4.5.4) detected in the foreground mask of previous frame
was used. For the first frame, the default MOG2 adaptive learning rate was
used.

The MOG2 adaptive learning rate used (and only to be used) in this
work:

MOG2_learning_rate =

// Use a lower rate in constant illumination

0.00002 * len(contours) (if len(contours) < 15)

// Use a higher rate on rapid lighting change.

0.0001 * len(contours) (else)
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MOG2 creates a monochrome foreground mask with white pixels being
the foreground, gray pixels being the detected shadows and black pixels being
the background.

However, the mask will inevitably contain some salt-and-pepper noise,
some pixel-wise image processing steps were then applied on the mask to
eliminate noises:

• Morphological Open by a 3*3 Px kernel (Remove single standalone
bright point)

• Blur (average filter) in a 3*3 Px region (Fill the gap between several
nearby connected regions)

• Otsu thresholding (Convert the blurred image using an adaptive thresh-
old)

These steps produces a black-and-white foreground mask, shown in Figure
12.

Figure 12: A foreground mask computed via Motion Detection on RPI

4.5.4 Detection (For Detection Frames)

Detection is the most complicated part for the RPI-side program, it contains
several stages: Region Proposal generation, HOG detection, CNN inference.

Region Proposal generation The foreground mask received from mo-
tion detection part is an image, but it doesn’t specify how this image can
be broken down to smaller rectangular sub-sections that detect algorithms
accept. To reduce detection areas while preserving motion regions, region
proposals need to be generated from the mask.
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Firstly, contours are found out using the OpenCV function findContours(),
smaller contours (less than 3*3 Px) in the results are ignored while bigger
ones will have their minimum straight bounding rectangles zoomed back to
video’s real width from foreground mask’s width, resulting in in many scat-
tered motion regions.

They not only feed too much images to the detectors but also intro-
duce another problem: HOG descriptor in detection part must be applied
on something bigger than its own size, and a person with low motion may
have several disconnected motion rectangles but have his/her head-shoulder
area outside the motion regions, causing missed detections (see Figure 13).
So they need to be merged in the next step.

Figure 13: An example showing scattered motion regions, HOG descriptor
size shown in blur square, the (motion) regions to detect shown in orange
rectangles (but they are too much and too small to be eligible to be detected
on).

Secondly, contours are being merged by:

• Having the height/width of bigger(width 48 or height 96 here) rect-
angles inflated by 40% with their centers unchanged.

• If a smaller(not considered as bigger) rectangle is adjacent to a inflated
bigger rectangle, it gets absorbed into the uninflated form of the bigger
one. Absorb means finding the minimum straight bounding rectangle
of the two input rectangles.

• Unmerged smaller rectangles got inflated by 100% in height and width,
and merged by OpenCV’s groupRectangles() method. This step is
for a standalone person with low motion and away from an existing
bigger rectangle. In this case, the smaller rectangles cluster to a big
one.
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Finally, every merged result are padded by 64 pixels in all four directions
respectively.

These actions will result in a set of region proposals that not only covers
the movement foreground mask, but also leaving margins that cover visitors
at the motion region edges.

HOG detection The region proposals generated in previous steps will
have their edges further processed in order not to run into python ”array
index out of bound” exceptions. The steps are:

• Limit region proposals to inside the frame.

• Ignore regions smaller than HOG descriptor size (64*64 pixels in this
work)

Then apply multi-scale HOG detection on every region proposal of the
current video frame with coordinate adjust. Positive samples of the head-
shoulder areas are given in the step. However, HOG will give a lot of false
positives and / or missed detections decided by the selection of training
dataset, making the entire pipeline performs not optimistic if HOG being
the only detection approach.

Given all the perceived performances, the HOG detection step acts more
like an extension of region proposing in which the HOG-positive regions per
frame is further reduced (to 10-50 regions per frame), making deep-learning
based procedures computationally affordable. Figure 14 shows True and
False samples determined positive by HOG detector.

CNN filtering In order to compensate HOG’s shortcomings and get more
accurate detection results, a CNN step is inserted to the detection pipeline,
filtering each HOG-positive sample.

As this step (CNN) exists, the HOG detector is trained (Section 4.5.7)
to be more sensitive, providing more false alarms as well as more true tar-
gets. But anyway, every HOG positive detection result must belongs to one
category below, visualized in Figure 14:

1. True Positive (TP)

2. False Positive (FP)

So, the CNN just need to do one thing: Decide if an input is a real head-
shoulder area. By this way, a detection problem is converted to a binary
classification problem.
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Figure 14: An example of True Postive (TP, marked green) and False Positive
(FP, marked red) results by HOG detector, face processed, detected on [49]

The CNN used in this step may use the name ’24CNN’ later as the number
24 occurs multiple times in its structure which is briefly visualized in Figure
15. It is designed to be small and fast for low-performance devices.

Convolution Max-Pool Convolution Max-Pool Convolution Max-Pool

1@64x64

24@64x64
24@32x32 24@30x30 24@15x15 24@13x13 24@6x6

1x241x24
1x2

Figure 15: The visualized structure of 24CNN

The 24CNN uses a 3-channel (RGB) image with the size 64 * 64 Pixels,
has 3 pairs of [convolution + max pooling] layers, 1 dropout layers and 3 fully
connected (dense) layers. The results (confidential scores) are sent through
a SoftMax layer (Section 3.4.1) to sum up to an 100% probability.

In the process pipeline, every detection region is copied, resized to 64*64
and have their color channel switched from BGR (OpenCV’s default) to
RGB. Then they are sent to the 24CNN for inferencing.

The 24CNN reports the probability that a HOG detection result is a head-
shoulder area (Positive) or not (Negative). Practically, if the probability of
positive is greater than 50%, then the HOG detection result is considered a
true head-shoulder area.

Detection results including HOG-positive samples and their CNN double
check results will be sent to the tracking part.

4.5.5 Tracking

Why tracking? We want smooth videos rather than low-FPS slides as
proces output, but two major issues were found when only detection is applied
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on every video frame in the test-run:

• Speed: HOG and CNN are both computationally intensive approaches
(especially for CPU), even though the CNN is designed to be small and
lightweight, the time consumption of running them on every frame is
still too high, making the pipeline laggy even on the computer used to
develop the pipeline programs.

• Missed detections: Due to HOG’s sliding-window nature, sometimes
the target object cannot be centered enough in any nearby detection
window candidate, which causes HOG detection failure.

For both reasons, if we detect on every frame, target areas will be found
out intermittently, which should be regarded as a bad feature for a privacy
protector since privacy would leak during noncontinuous detections.

Comparing with detection, tracking is much faster, so it can be used to
speedup the processing pipeline so that raw video framerate and its smooth-
ness is preserved, in addition, it can work as a fallback on detection miss.

Since tracking requires the ROI (Region of Interest) while detection gives
such regions, the two approaches are linked to achieve both detection ability
and higher process speed. The assignment of frame types is shown in Section
4.5.2.

Selection of Tracker OpenCV provided several ready-to-use trackers6 and
several of them were tried out during the development stage. Three of them
(CSRT[50], MOSSE[33], KCF[51][52]) has good perceived tracking ability.

• While CSRT tracks better than others and have variable bounding box
size (auto-resize), it is significantly slow, making tracking frames even
slower than detection frames. So it’s not chosen in this work.

• KCF performs in-between regarding tracking ability and speed while
without auto resize feature.

• MOSSE don’t auto-resize either, has poor recovery ability on tracking
failure but is very fast, which makes it probably the only affordable
tracker for RPI.

Since one tracker is not meant to be functional during a visitor’s whole
journey, MOSSE is chosen for this work and extensions(compensations) were
implemented around this tracker.

6OpenCV’s documentation for provided trackers:
https://docs.opencv.org/4.3.0/d0/d0a/classcv 1 1Tracker.html
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Extensions on the bare tracker To compensate the bare tracker’s short-
comings, a score-based tracker-controlling logic were implemented utilizing
the two frame types. Two concepts were used in the tracking logic: Tracklist
and Trackable.

• A Tracklist is a list (implemented as python dict) containing multiple
Trackables;

• A Trackable is an encapsulated tracker object with more features: score
and living time (since last resize/init in frames)

Trackable A Trackable starts with some scores that are changed by
every action applied on the Trackable. Once its score falls below 0 (means
not being detected positive for too long) it is removed instantly. Table 3
shows the score change for every action.

Action Scores Note
Initialize (init) =Tracker init score A new tracking ROI is created here.
Tracking success
in new frame

-1 Tracking result not backed by detection re-
sults.

Tracking failure
in new frame

-5 Should vanish soon as it generally can’t re-
cover, but a short forgiving period is given
for short occlusion (like bird wings)

Detection success
in new frame

+15 Tracking result backed by detection results;
Scores have upper limits: Tracker max score.

Resize / Re-init Unchanged

Table 3: The change of score on different actions applied to a Trackable,
parameters only for this work.

Tracklist A Tracklist starts empty. On every tracking frame, it sim-
ply updates the bare tracker of every Trackable in the Tracklist and apply
deletions on negative-scored Trackables.

On every detection frame, it acts more sophisticated:

• Update Trackables like for a tracking frame.

• Apply manual-resizing on every remaining Trackable using HOG de-
tection result:

– Calculate the IoU value between every Trackable and every HOG-
positive region.
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– For every Trackable, if its maximum IoU to a certain HOG-positive
bbox >0.5, it executes ’detection success’ action in table 3; If
its living time ≥ tracker scale protection period frames and
maximum IoU <0.7, indicating a minor deviation from detection
bboxes, the Trackable’s internal tracker will be re-initialized and
inherits its score. Re-initialize means delete the current tracking
ROI and initialize a new tracking ROI on the detected box, all
these happen within the Trackable.

• Create new Trackables on standalone CNN-positive sample, standalone
means the IoU value between the sample and any existing Trackable
ROI is less than 0.3.

• Apply Trackable de-duplication: Since the detector and tracker often
report head-shoulder-waist regionsimg: HOG-false-positive(unwanted
detections that will cause excessive regions processed), as positive re-
sults, When a big Trackable overlaps smaller ones (overlap ratio (Sec-
tion 3.1) > tracker swallow rate, default 0.5), the big one is re-
moved; When two same-sized Trackables overlap, the lower scored one
will be removed; Remove randomly between same-scored Trackables.

The tracking part outputs tracker ROIs of Trackables in every frame.

4.5.6 Post Processing

As targeted head-shoulder areas are detected and tracked, they can be blurred/pixelized
and optionally previewed on screen, then optionally written to a file. Here
the video format should also be set to 1080p 15fps.

However, due to time limit, blurring was not actually implemented.

4.5.7 Training detectors

Two types of detectors (HOG and CNN) were trained and used in the Rasp-
berry PI’s pipeline. Both of them have their training details described below.

HOG detector OpenCV’s default pedestrian detector is limited to detect
the full body rather than the project design (head), so a customized HOG
descriptor is needed. For this purpose, Toby Breckon’s training script [53]
based on OpenCV was slightly modified and used in the project: A new class
’hard negative’ was added to the script for hard-negative mining (mentioned
below);
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The training work started with annotation, the HOG-training script pro-
vided a default dataset [54] while a software labelimg [55] is used to annotate
the head-shoulder areas.

A failed attempt In the first annotation attempt, the head occupied
most of annotation boxes, leaving only a small margin for background and
shoulder area (Figure 16a). A detector with 127 (hand-selected) positive
samples and 18 thousand negative samples (random cropped automatically
from scenery photos) were trained (denoted as ’headshoulder v0’). Though
it can locate head-shoulder areas, there were redundant bboxes on the same
head in different scales. Also there were some false alarms, making this
version of detector not optimistic with its effect shown in Figure 16c.

(a) For ’headshoul-
der v0’, performs
poor

(b) For other HOG
detectors

(c) A HOG detection result by
headshoulder v0, image is inten-
tionally blurred after detection
for privacy preserving

Figure 16: Two head-shoulder areas annotated for training different HOG
detectors and an example detection result

Changing the annotation area Since headshoulder v0 didn’t per-
form well, annotation boxes were expanded to center heads to the middle
one-third area as in Figure 16b.

Add new datasets A Headshoudler v0 at least worked, a new dataset
was built. 135 new head-shoulder areas were annotated from the Shang-
haiTech Campus dataset (Anomaly Detection) [49] for its appropriate people
density. They, together with region-expanded INRIA dataset and 20 thou-
sand negative samples, trained detector ’headshoulder v1’. This version of
detector still have high recall along with high false-positive rate.
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Hard-negative mining In order to reduce the impact of duplicate
bboxes and false alerts, hard-negative mining is carried out. In every detec-
tion frame of the RPI video (Section 4.5.4), 20-30% of HOG-positive sample
areas were saved. Due to the high amount of samples (more than 10000 while
with repeat), an annotation script ’dig negative person.py’ was written for
quick labeling.

Since HOG-positive are either True Positive or Hard-Negative (False Pos-
itive) , the only function needed is add ’Positive’ or ’Hard-Negative’ label to
samples, which decided the annotator’s working interface shown in Figure
17a.

Among all the positive areas, more than 1200 hard-negative samples and
189 true positive samples were labeled and, alongside 241 hand-labeled pos-
itive samples plus 14k negative samples from Inria dataset, contributed to
the training of the HOG descriptor ’headshoulder hard 4’ (some in-between
versions were deprecated and omitted), which effect is showed in Figure 17b.

CNN classifier The training of CNN classifier (’24CNN’) shared the same
annotation script of Section 4.5.7, 20% of the HOG-positive samples detected
from the shanghaitech dataset using ’headshoulder hard 4’ were quickly la-
beled and resulted in 630 positive and 629 hard-negative samples. They,
together with 241 annotated positive samples, formed the dataset for CNN
and the ratio of train / validation / test sets were about 13/15, 2/15 and 1/3
(792 / 198 / 510 samples respectively).

The CNN is used in Section 4.5.4 and a visualization is shown in Figure
17b. Due to the incompatibility between OpenCV and Tensorflow7, another
format ONNX was used to save the CNN model.

4.5.8 Evaluation Metrics

The Raspberry PI pipeline focuses on a single requirement: finding visi-
tors’ heads and blurring them, which derives performance concerns from
two aspects: Head-locating ability and Processing speed. For such a object
detection-like project, AP (Average Precision) is often used.

TP, TN, FP, FN Several concepts should be mentioned before explaining
AP. Starting from an example, a binary classifier inputs a sample (belongs
to Positive or Negative) and outputs its prediction (also positive or nega-
tive) on the given input. A prediction can be categorized to the following

7OpenCV’s function ’readNetFromTensorflow()’ that reads tensorflow-based models
needs ’frozen pb’ format, which was deprecated in TensorFlow 2.x that this project uses.
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(a) The annotation script used to
dig hard negative samples for both
HOG and 24CNN detectors, face pro-
cessed.

(b) The detection result of HOG (’head-
shoudler hard 4’ detector) and CNN
(24CNN) combined, image blurred after
detection, all boxes are HOG-positive re-
sults among which blue boxes are CNN-
positive results (negative ones in orange),
blue / green bars show HOG confidence
coefficients / CNN classification probabil-
ities.

Figure 17

cases according to its consistency with the sample’s true class (a.k.a. ground
truth):

• True Positive (TP): Positive sample classified as Positive. (a.k.a. Hit)

• True Negative (TN): Negative sample classified as Negative.

• False Positive (FP): Negative sample classified as Positive (a.k.a. False
Alarm).

• False Negative (FN): Positive sample classified as Negative (a.k.a. Miss).

However, as object detection tasks aim at pointing out positions and sizes
of targets in an image, all reported outputs are positive, and all unreported
but possible rectangles (infinite) inside the image are negative. As a result,
TN doesn’t apply to these tasks [56].

In object detection, a detection bbox is rarely 100% the same with its
corresponding ground truth bbox. To make performance evaluation possible,
IoU (Section 3.1) between two boxes are commonly used as the judging cri-
teria. If two bboxes from detection and corresponding ground truth has IoU
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above certain value (often use 0.5 but not here), then the detection is consid-
ered a hit (TP). Detections not hit the correct ground truth are considered
FP and unhit ground truths are considered FN.

Precision and Recall As TN isn’t compatible with object detection, sev-
eral metrics were not considered either while Precision and Recall-based ap-
proaches became the majority [56]. Their definitions are shown below.

Precision =
TP

all detections
;Recall =

TP

all ground truths

Average Precision (AP) The AP mentioned here follows its definition
in PASCAL VOC 2012 [57].

With all the detection results and their confidence scores known, a Precision-
Recall Curve is firstly generated by sorting the results by confidence scores
in a descending order. The curve wiggles by nature, to make it monoton-
ically decreasing, VOC 2012 used all-point interpolation approach: setting
the precision for each recall r to the maximum precision obtained for any
recall r

′ ≥ r. Then AP is computed as the Area Under the Curve (AUC) by
numerical integration . [57]

4.5.9 Evaluation data generation

Ground truths and detection records are required in order to calculate AP
and methods of obtaining them are showed below.

Ground Truth bboxes Ground Truth bounding boxes are meant to cover
visitors’ head-shoulder areas. However, due to the high amount of video
frames (over 40000 in total), only every 15th frame is annotated by having
their head center points marked instead of squaring them, which further
accelerated annotation. Labelme8 [58] is the annotation tool for this part. In
the camera view (Figure 8), heads positioned lower are bigger while higher
heads are smaller. So heads centered higher than the bush top (60× 60 Pixels
if annotated) are either not labelled at all or labelled but then deprecated.

Annotation points have coordinates (x, y), which are used as centers for
converting points to bounding boxes. The bbox sizes are calculated using y
coordinates using a linear equation fitted from several manual square anno-
tations of representative samples.

8Labelme supports point annotation while the aforementioned Labelimg supports
square annotation.
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Detection records Detection records are extracted from the same anno-
tated frames, which can be either detection or tracking frames. Since both
have tracking bboxes while the latter have no detection bbox, the recorded
’detection’ bboxes are in fact tracking bboxes. As tracking bboxes don’t have
confidence scores, each extracted tracking bbox is re-evaluated by the 24CNN
and use its result as the score, which, along with its position, are extracted
and saved elsewhere.

4.6 Visitor detection and heatmap - Computer

People detection and position conversion can be carried out after the video
gets processed. Since too much time was dedicated to previous sections (4.5,
4.5.7), this section used an existing social distancing detection framework[59]
and just did a proof-of-concept experiment on if the idea behind the frame-
work plus position computing works. Better approaches may exist, and may
be explored in the future when suitable.

4.6.1 YOLO detection pipeline

YOLOv3 [38] with its officially-released model was selected as the people
detector.

The YOLO pipeline is similar to RPI’s pipeline (Section 4.5), also starts
with reading frames, but without motion detection and tracking part while
frame skipping factor is adjusted to 10, making every 10th frame get detected
and others skipped.

In a detection frame, the people detector is just used ’as is’ with no
further training to save time. However, some minor adaptions were carried
out beside this detector:

A local detection procedure is used as full-frame detection at maximum
resolution (608 * 608 Pixels) doesn’t perform well: The frame is divided
to three overlapped subregions and one full-frame region (Figure 18a), the
YOLOv3 detector operates on every (sub)region individually in every detec-
tion frame. To preserve video playback speed on the development computer,
an intermediate input size (416 * 416 pixels) is used.

After getting results in all four regions in one frame, people showing at
the border of a sub-region will result in redundant detection boxes and need
to be merged (Figure 18b). As NMS(Non-Maximum Suppression) [60] didn’t
perform well, another approach to suppress redundant rectangles is used. If
the overlap ratio (Section 3.1) of any detection box goes over 0.75 (in this
case), the smaller one of overlapped boxes gets removed.
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(a) YOLO local detection demonstration,
every colored rectangle (4 in total) is de-
tected by YOLO detector in every detec-
tion frame.

(b) People at the edge example, the
broken-lined rectangles are detection
subregions, the full line rectangles are
results in different subregions, the or-
ange one is to be removed.

Figure 18

4.6.2 OpenCV Versions

In the RPI section (4.5), OpenCV version 4.1.0.x was used since version 4.1.1
and later has reportedly running into issues[61]. But since OpenCV 4.2, its
DNN module, which directly supports reading Darknet, could be accelerated
hugely via CUDA-enabled devices (Nvidia GPUs), so it’s beneficial to get
a CUDA version of OpenCV to run the YOLO detector. While due to a
function failure in CUDA HOG of OpenCV 4.2 [62] and it is to be evaluated,
OpenCV 4.3 is used for this section and compiled from source at great time
cost.

The detection procedure ends here and the next step is computing the
birdview position of visitors.

4.6.3 Computing visitor’s birdview position.

Intel has provided a code [63] for heatmap generation by weighted stacking
the foreground mask of every frame to show the activity of pedestrians, but
since the camera in the botanical project is tilt down, far-away visitors are
always represented in smaller motion areas than nearby visitors, resulting in
their activity having a lower weight. As masks are based on camera view,
their pixels cannot be properly binded to the ground well (i.e. a single pixel
may correspond to head for one person and feet for another). So the solution
itself is not used, but its idea of accumulative heatmap generation is good
and were used below.

The idea is to represent one person using one point, then warp the point
to another perspective so that the point has the same weight regardless of
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its distance to the camera, making every visitor equally considered on the
heatmap.

Representative point selection The YOLO detection result is a list of
straight rectangles, each have four edges; The YOLO detector seemed to be
able to encapsulate people accurately, making it possible to get the person’s
standing point (if not occluded).

In this work, the middle point of the detection rectangle’s bottom edge
is selected as the standing point in the camera view (Figure 23c). Alter-
native point selection exist but may cause additional work, so they are not
considered.

Perspective conversion The representative point could be perspective
projected to the bird view. (Section 3.5) And here the practical operation
used is described.

Firstly, a bird view map of the recorded area is captured (Figure 23a)
using Google Earth Pro. Four pairs of points ’A,B,C,D’ in both views were
settled to not only form a quadrangle but also have their actual locations
visible in the camera view (Figure 23b).

By using OpenCV’s builtin function ’getPerspectiveTransform’, a trans-
formation matrix could be built. Then, every standing point in the camera
view could have a corresponding bird view position computed.

Generating hotspot map In every frame, visitors’ computed bird view
positions are plotted and accumulated with position histories, which, after
mixing with the aeromap (bird-view maps), is shown in preview window.
Figure 24 shows its results.
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5 Evaluation and Results

5.1 Head Locating - RPI

The evaluation of RPI pipeline is performed on three platforms: RPI, CPU
and GPU, which stands for Raspberry PI’s CPU, Intel Core I7-8650U CPU
and Intel Core I7-8650U CPU + Nvidia GTX 1050 GPU that offloads only
HOG computing and CNN inferencing jobs to GPU. The evaluation task
is to run the RPI’s program on the field test video (Section 4.4), during
which the average speed of processing the entire video is calculated. The
aforementioned detection records are also recorded which will be sent to a
software mAP (a Python script for [64]) for AP calculation. As the ’Ground
Truth’ bboxes are generated automatically, it may have offset in position and
size than the real target area. So the IoU value for ’hit’ is relaxed to 0.3 .

Platforms and Frame Skipping ratio Figure 19 shows the processing
speed and AP of the RPI program at the latest default parameters before
evaluation. The general speed: GPU > CPU > RPI; As input video has a 15
FPS framerate, ’realtime’ can be loosely achieved on RPI under the recorded
visitor density and motions if high latency is allowed.

AP wise, CPU ≈ RPI > GPU. the CPU-based approaches have better
performance which reaches maximum when frame-skipping ratio is 5. One
possible reason for ’5’ is the annotated frames happen to be detection frames
on which the trackers resize or reinitialize. When not considering this ratio,
the AP descends as the ratio increases. Indicating that detection frames
should be arranged intensively.

The reason for GPU’s lower AP is speculated to OpenCV’s CUDA (GPU)
HOG implementation not supporting padding. Cancelling CPU’s padding,
decreases AP by 1.2%. However, doubling HOG winStride to (8,8) boosts
CPU to 79 Fps while improving AP by a little; (Enabling padding again
achieved AP = 38.20%.)

Tracker Type and Resize Approach During evaluation, another tracker
KCF is also attempted but lowered AP by 2%; Frame downsizing approaches
used in Section 4.5.3 also matters: cv2.INTER AREA the default one reduces
AP by 1% to 3% and drags speed of the entire RPI pipeline by 15% to 20%
comparing with cv2.INTER LINEAR which gives coarse images.

Tracker swallow rate and Scale protection period Tracker swallow rate
(Section 4.5.5) influences AP by 1%, Figure 20a shows the trend: When the
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(a) Mean processing speed (b) AP

Figure 19: Speed and AP for the RPI program under different platforms and
frame skipping ratios. Platform RPI = RPI4B, CPU and GPU see Section
5.1, red line = 15 FPS (equivalent to video input).

criteria for deleting larger overlapped bounding box gets higher, the AP is
also higher.

Tracker scale protection period, however, shows almost less than 0.1%
change on AP and not illustrated.

HOG scale Lowering HOG scale significantly improves AP but drags speed.
Figure 20b shows the speed and AP under different HOG scales.

Fine-tuned result Using a set of parameters shown in appendix B, the
detector can achieve 39.08% AP at 47 fps on CPU. Figure 21 shows its
Precision-Recall curve and Figure 22a,22b show its detection (tracking) re-
sults of two frames: one is relatively good and the other is less good.

Besides the data, RPI has about 80-90% CPU usage and 68◦C (fan-cooled)
when running the program, RAM usage around 1GB, faster in low-motion
video parts and significantly slower in high-motion parts; The CPU setup
has 70% CPU usage and similar behavior with RPI.

On the GPU setup, CPU usage is around 55% and RAM usage around
2GB while Python profiler shows GPU processing speed is capped by frame
reading speeds (Section 4.5.2) , which also contributes to CPU idles. Mean-
while, GPU has only around 1%-5% usage (depending on HOG scale) and
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(a) AP under different tracker swallow rates,
other parameters are default.

(b) Speed and AP under different HOG
scales, other parameters are default.

Figure 20

video processing maintains constantly fast regardless of motion, which indi-
cates great potential for further speedup.

From manual observation of the program’s output, it has reduced func-
tionality in some scenarios:

• A person standing for long time will merge to background and cause
detection failure.

• A person in front of / behind a textured background (e.g. steel fence)
often fails to be detected.

• A person with hat is hard to detect.

• Occlusion causes lose of tracking.

• Fast-moving objects often fails to be tracked, which are more easily to
happen on the 15 FPS video in this project.

5.2 Heatmap

The proof-of-concept heatmaps are shown in Figure 24, representing the ac-
tivity of three phases in the video and can be summarized by rough frame
numbers:

1. 0-20000 Frames: Freely visit the garden.
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Figure 21: Precision-Recall curve for a fine-tuned head detector.

(a) Relatively good (b) Less good.

Figure 22: The detection (tracking) results in two frames using a fine-tuned
parameter, faces manually hidden, green dot = hit, red dot = miss, red
rectangle = false positive.

2. 20000-30000 Frames: Walk and observe according to instructions.

3. 30000-40000 Frames: Act the instructions.

In phase 1, people trip the garden freely, so the heatmap show a spread
of visitors’ activity. Radial textures from camera (The small drawing pin on
the right edge of Figure 23a) may be observed (especially around position A
(Figure 23a) and inside the tree of life.). This happens because occlusion on
visitors’ lower part resulted in wrong standing point estimation and due to
low camera view angle the sensitivity of position transform is high; The ter-
rain elevation on the left-bottom place also contributed to position transform
drifts.
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(a) Bird view (b) Camera View (c) YOLO detection pre-
view

Figure 23: An example for four-point perspective transformation from cam-
era view to bird view, adapted from [40]; And preview of YOLO detection
results. Green dots in the bottom of green bboxes are representative point
of the bbox;

(a) Heatmap Phase 1 (b) Heatmap Phase 2 (c) Heatmap Phase 3

Figure 24: Heatmaps generated during several phases of the fieldtest video,
blue dots = visitors’ current computed position; heat = their activity histories
regardless of identity.

In phase 2 and 3, people follow the instructions and heat maps show more
concentrated activities. False positive detections (the leftmost blue point in
Figure 24b, is in fact a stone) and obstacle top (the bright areas around
the central biggest rock) will generate fake hot points. Phase 3 (Figure 24c)
detects hot points on the right of tree of life as volunteers lied down there
for long time.

6 Discussion

6.1 Discussion of the results

The project chose a two-stage approach that processes videos and extract
activities separately for performance concerns: Head detection (RPI) and
activity analyzing (YOLO).

The RPI approach, speed wise, shows a potential to be quasi-realtime in
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long run. Inside RPI’s processing pipeline, HOG and MOG2 consumed a
major part of computing power, though MOG2 was not experimented with
hardware acceleration, HOG on GPU can run significantly faster than CPU
approaches. The 24CNN can also be accelerated by GPU, but its current
structure only consumes marginal time even on CPU and sometimes give
wrong results, indicating the complexity of 24CNN’s structure can be further
increased to pursue higher accuracy (while simply increasing filter numbers
from 24 to below 300 didn’t show obvious effect other than slower). When
combined with tracking, lower detection speed (3fps) can also provide smooth
head locating functionality for high framerate videos.

Accuracy wise, however, though it can locate some heads, the false alarm
and missed detections can’t be ignored, reflecting in its AP being sub-optimal
than today’s advanced object detectors and making this solution not yet
enough for face-masking privacy protection.

For the YOLOv3-based heatmap demo, its generated heatmaps generally
reflects the visitors’ actual path, while often being influenced by occlusion of
feet, ground elevation far away and high sensitivity of perspective transfor-
mation caused by low testbed viewing angle. Choosing alternative represen-
tative points (to head for example) may avoid the influence of occlusion while
introducing new influence factors like posture and body height. Moreover,
precise perspective transformation requires camera calibration.

6.2 Limitations

As a pilot study of the wider research problem, the project also faces limi-
tations. The cost preference and time budget decides the solution and thus
influences performance of the work above.

The sub-optimal AP of RPI stage is suspected for four reasons:

1. The main technology in this part (HOG + SVM) is a conventional ap-
proach, which performance is surpassed by today’s deep-learning meth-
ods;

2. Background modelling (MOG2) filters out continuously stationary peo-
ple so detectors can’t see them;

3. The video is annotated in a strict manner that heads hard to find or
small enough to be ignored are also labelled;

4. The labelling of 24CNN’s train data may be repetitive, making its
reported performance higher than its real ability, which reflected in
false HOG-positive results being classified as true targets.
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6.3 Suggestions for further research

Is RPI itself capable of deep-learning based alternative approaches?
The current two-stage approach is based on the assumption ”Masking heads
is sufficient for privacy protection” while people may still see the headless
video that may be vulnerable in the future; However, it would be better if no
video is going to be uploaded and all activities (postures, traces, crowding,
gaze orientation, etc.) are extracted anonymously on the edge device. In
that case even gait and body type information won’t be exposed to human
observers.

For the former scenario, current setup (RPI) may need a little bit more
computing power. As Raspberry PI (RPI 3) has reportedly been achieving
< 0.9 fps[65] on MobileNet SSD[66] with 300 * 300 input size, and RPI 4’s
speedup is uncertain before, this project didn’t consider the Deep-learning
based methods. But some research achieved 5 FPS on an RPI 4 using quan-
tized (light-weight) deep-learning models and small (300 × 300) input [67].
while the precision on such models in our use case is not yet evaluated, it is
worth experimenting.

In the latter scenario, the edge device will have to detect most people
showing in the field (near or far) and spare more effort analysing their be-
haviors. RPI 4 alone is not enough for that. Mounting accelerators will
provide higher speed, but since RPI’s camera hardware has limits, it’s still
recommended to switch to alternative solutions below.

Choosing which scenario will depend on what the approval for this project
permits as well as budget.

Potential Accelerators On the Edge Currently more machine learning
accelerators for edge computing are being launched, including Nvidia, Intel
and Google-based products.

• The Nvidia GPUs are proven to be beneficial to multiple image oper-
ations besides deep-learning.

• Google Coral Edge TPU has a higher speed on paper than NCS2 along
with lower computing precision (INT8).

• Intel Neural Compute Stick 2 (NCS2) also supports deep-learning ac-
celeration and has OpenCV’s OpenVINO support for accelerated image
processing,

• And the incoming OpenCV AI kit is equipped with the same accelerator
of NCS2 plus better camera while offloading most workload from RPI.
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If continuing from the current bought components, NCS2 or Coral will be
suitable while NCS2 may directly support the current RPI pipeline and coral
may be faster and have the potential to draw heatmap (with uncertain ac-
curacy) or extract detailed activity via deep learning (to be implemented
separately).

If starting with buying new hardware, Nvidia Xavier NX may be the one-
for-all solution (costly) while the slower (cheaper) Nvidia Jetson Nano may
do well in face blurring and basic heatmap generation like this project, along
with higher camera resolution + higher recording framerate.

For what have been done this project, several modifications can also be
made for improvement:

As the 24CNN trains fast even on CPU, if the testbed is meant to look
at fixed places for long time, the CNN can even be trained on-site by pho-
tographing the field and and mark all positive HOG detection results to
negative to suppress false alarms.

The input of 24CNN can be standardized.
When continuing on head-masking approaches, if heads can be located

properly, gaze orientation estimation can also be applied before they were
processed.

On detecting a head, tracking backwards may be executed to cover the
tracking frames before this detection.

When the contour = 1, RPI’s motion detection-based region proposing
(Section 4.5.3) may work incorrectly and need to be enhanced.

The camera can be put higher, which would increase position transfor-
mation accuracy.

The visitor activities may also be analyzed via more professional softwares
like ArcGIS [68], which was not experimented here for time limit.

6.4 Conclusions

In this work, approach of visualizing people’s activities has been investigated
and ended up in showing their position distributions as heatmaps.

The privacy protection part achieved 37% AP and 17 FPS on Raspberry
PI 4 and 15 FPS input video with frame-skipping and tracking, and can be
39% for slower. Showing its ability for locating and sticking with visitors’
heads on the edge computing device while having a considerable rate of misses
and false alarms, there are also spaces for improvement.

From the perceived feeling during the work, blurring of heads have lim-
ited protection of privacy, it can prevent people from being identified by an
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stranger once they change clothes while other parts or decorations of people
may also contain privacy and not be blurred, protecting privacy should not
only remain in technical area but also being a challenge in management.
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Appendices

Appendix A Software used for this project

Software Name Version Introduction Note
numpy 1.18.3

opencv-contrib-python 4.1.0.25
imutils 0.5.3
picamra 1.13
fan shim 0.0.4 control active fan

Table 4: Software on RPI

Software Name Version Introduction Note
numpy 1.18.4
opencv-contrib-
python

4.1.0.25

OpenCV 4.3 Compiled from source
with CUDA support

cmake 3.18 Compile OpenCV CUDA
Microsoft Visual
Studio

15 (2017) Compile OpenCV CUDA

Nvidia CUDA
Driver

10.2 For OpenCV 4.3 CUDA Driver v11.0 failed.

Nvidia cuDNN 7.6.5.32
imutils 0.5.3 image

processing utils
labelimg 1.8.0 HOG sample

annotator
labelme 4.5.6 HOG testing

data annotator
FFmpeg (Around) 4.1.0 merging videos
mAP 3605865 Evaluate RPI AP

Table 5: Software on Surface Book 2
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Software Name Version Introduction Note
Tensorflow 2.3.0

Keras 2.4.3
matplotlib 3.2.2

python-bow-hog-object-detection 8bb0db8 train HOG descriptor

Table 6: Software on Google Colaboratory

Appendix B Parameters used in evaluating

RPI’s Pipeline

Default parameters :
Export Detection Results = True; HOG WINDOW = (64, 64);
HOG BLOCKSIZE = (16, 16); HOG BLOCKSTRIDE = (8, 8);
HOG CELLSIZE = (8, 8); HOG winStride = (4, 4);
HOG padding = (4, 4); HOG scale = 1.1;
Tracker init score = 30; Tracker max score = 60;
Tracker scale protection period = 19; Tracker swallow rate = 0.5
Use Region Proposal = True; Preview = False;
Resize method = cv2.INTER LINEAR

A Fine-tuned Parameters :
Export Detection Results = True (causes CNN inferencing overhead); HOG
WINDOW = (64, 64);
HOG BLOCKSIZE = (16, 16); HOG BLOCKSTRIDE = (8, 8);
HOG CELLSIZE = (8,8); HOG winStride = (8, 8);
HOG padding = (4,4); HOG scale = 1.02;
Tracker init score = 30; Tracker max score = 60;
Tracker scale protection period = 19; Tracker swallow rate = 0.7
Use Region Proposal = True; Preview = False;
Resize method = cv2.INTER LINEAR

Appendix C Detailed Pipeline for RPI stage.
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